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INSURANCE COVERAGE LITIGATOR NOAH NADLER JOINS WICK PHILLIPS 

DALLAS, Texas, June 19, 2015 – The Dallas-based law firm Wick Phillips has expanded 
the firm’s insurance coverage practice with Noah Nadler, who joins the firm as a 
senior associate. 

Nadler advises and represents corporate policyholders in coverage disputes involving  
all types of insurance policies, including Directors and Officers (D&O), Errors and 
Omissions (E&O), Fiduciary Liability, Commercial General Liability (CGL), Property, 
Builder’s Risk, Employer’s Liability, Environmental and Energy policies. Prior to joining 
Wick Phillips, Nadler practiced at Haynes and Boone, LLP in the insurance coverage 
group for almost seven years. 

“Wick Phillips is excited to expand the firm’s insurance coverage practice with another hand-picked heavy 
hitter who can handle high-stakes, complex insurance matters in a competitive manner,” says Erika Bright, 
partner and head of the firm’s insurance coverage 
group. “Adding Noah deepens our bench strength 
and helps us provide our policyholder clients with the 
sophisticated representation and value they expect 
from Wick Phillips.” 

Todd Phillips, a founding partner and managing 
director of the firm, agrees, “Noah is going to be a 
great asset to our team. He has already proven 
himself to be an astute litigator. We look forward to 
putting his sharp mind and valuable insight to work 
for our clients.” 

Serving the legal needs of businesses in a broad range of industries, Wick Phillips practices law with 
purpose. Practice areas include commercial litigation and appeals, insurance coverage, real estate, 
corporate, corporate advisory, labor and employment, bankruptcy, creditor's rights and estate planning 
and tax. For more information visit www.wickphillips.com. 
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